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The American Immigration Council is a non-profit organization which for over 25 years has been 

dedicated to increasing public understanding of immigration law and policy and the role of immigration 

in American society.  We write to share our analysis and research on how immigrants play a vital role in 

our nation and economy. 

Americans pride themselves on belonging to a nation of immigrants. Today, immigrants make enormous 

contributions to our economy and our communities—just as they always have. Yet few Americans fully 

understand the laws and policies that determine who can come to the United States and under what 

conditions, how we enforce our immigration laws, and what impact immigrants have on our society. 

The U.S. immigration system is very different today than it was when prior generations of immigrants 

arrived. Many of our families might not have been allowed to enter the country had today’s laws been in 

effect. Our current laws do not provide sufficient channels for legal immigration and do not respond to the 

needs of our economy—a mismatch between supply and demand that is dramatically illustrated by an 

unauthorized population which is the largest in our nation’s history. 

We now find ourselves at a point where the United States must update its immigration laws. The public 

agrees it must be done in a fair and practical manner and must provide a path to legal status for the 11 

million unauthorized immigrants currently living in the United States, while also creating legal 

immigration channels sufficient to fuel our 21
st
 century economy. 

The nation’s 26.3 million foreign-born workers comprised 16.5 percent of the labor force in 2013.
1
 These 

immigrants—be they lawful permanent residents (LPRs) or unauthorized—make enormous contributions 

to the U.S. economy as workers, consumers, taxpayers, and entrepreneurs. Moreover, empirical research 
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demonstrates that there is no correlation between immigration and unemployment. In fact, immigrants—

including the unauthorized—create jobs through their purchasing power and their entrepreneurship, 

buying goods and services from U.S. businesses and creating their own businesses, both of which sustain 

U.S. jobs.  

Immigration increases Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and tax revenue, all without having any 

appreciable impact on native-born employment. 

 In 2013, immigration added roughly 0.2 percent to GDP, which translates into $31.4 billion (in 

2012 dollars), according to the Economic Report of the President.
2
 

 The average immigrant contributes nearly $120,000 more in taxes than he or she consumes in 

public benefits (measured in 2012 dollars).
3
 

One of the most persistent myths about the economics of immigration is that every immigrant added to 

the U.S. labor force amounts to a job lost by a native-born worker, or that every job loss for a native-born 

worker is evidence that there is need for one less immigrant worker. However, this is not how labor-force 

dynamics work in the real world. The notion that unemployed natives could simply be “swapped” for 

employed immigrants is not economically valid. In reality, native workers and immigrant workers are not 

easily interchangeable. Even if unemployed native workers were willing to travel across the country or 

take jobs for which they are overqualified, that is hardly a long-term strategy for economic prosperity.  

 Immigrants and native-born workers usually complement each other rather than compete. If they 

work in the same occupation or industry—or even the same business—they usually specialize in 

different tasks, with native-born workers taking higher-paying jobs that require better English-

language skills than many immigrant workers possess.
4
  

 If immigrants actually “took” jobs away from significant numbers of native-born workers, then 

one would expect to find high unemployment rates in parts of the country with large numbers of 

immigrants, especially recently arrived immigrants who are presumably more willing to work for 

lower wages and under worse conditions than either long-term immigrants or native-born 

workers. Yet there is little apparent relationship between recent immigration and unemployment 

rates at the regional, state, or county level.
5
 

Immigrants create new businesses. Immigrant workers spend their wages in U.S. businesses—buying 

food, clothes, appliances, cars, etc.
6
 Businesses respond to the presence of these new workers and 
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consumers by investing in new restaurants, stores, and production facilities.
7
 And immigrants are 30 

percent more likely than the native-born to start their own business. The end result is more jobs for more 

workers.
8
 

 In 2013, 18 percent of business owners in the United States were foreign-born.
9
 Furthermore, 28 

percent of “Main Street” business owners—those who bring businesses like grocery stores, 

restaurants, and clothing stores to neighborhoods—were foreign-born.
10

 

 From 2006 to 2010, there were 2.4 million new immigrant business owners in the U.S. who had a 

total net business income of $121 billion (15 percent of all net business income in the country).
11

 

 Immigrants continue to be nearly twice as likely as the native-born to become entrepreneurs, with 

the rate of new entrepreneurs being 0.52 percent for immigrants, compared to 0.27 percent for the 

native-born.
12

   

Maximizing the economic contributions of skilled immigrants is important work, but it is only one 

component of the broad based reforms our system desperately needs. We must realize that immigrant job 

creators, entrepreneurs, and innovators come in all shapes and sizes. They come to our shores not only 

through employment-based channels but through family reunification and as refugees and asylees. They 

can also be found within the population of unauthorized workers. 

The importance of reforming our system—all aspects of it—to further our prosperity cannot be 

overstated. We owe it to ourselves and our future to once again support and pass bipartisan, 

comprehensive immigration reform that is good for business, good for workers, and good for families. 
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